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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel buffer management algorithm for
multimedia streaming workload. We carefully examine the workload
traces obtained from several streaming servers in service. The analysis results show that most users exhibit non-sequential access pattern
using VCR-like operations such as jump backward and jump forward.
Moreover, short jump accesses are shown to be common. We exploit
the workload characteristics of the VCR-like operation and develop a
buffer caching algorithm called Virtual Interval Caching scheme. Experimental results show that the proposed buffer management scheme
yields better performance than the legacy schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The speed of CPU and the capacity of RAM have been doubling every 18 months for last couple of decades as indicated by Moore’s
Law. However, this increase unfortunately has not been accompanied
by the increase in the disk bandwidth. Thus, the performance of the
applications which require frequent disk access greatly depends on
the performance of I/O. In this regard, the role of the buffer cache
replacement scheme is becoming increasingly important.
Buffer cache management scheme for multimedia workload has
been the subjects of numerous works during past several years. Most
of these works assume that the streaming workload exhibits sequential access charateristics with bandwidth guarantee. There have been
widely proposed interval-based buffer caching schemes for multimedia servers [1, 2, 3]. Interval-based buffer caching schemes take advantage of sequential access characteristics of continuous media data.
They cache data blocks in the intervals of consecutive streams accessing the same file. In order to maximize the number of playbacks accessing data from buffer cache, interval based schemes sort intervals
with increasing order and cache data blocks from the shortest intervals. [1] showed that interval-based caching schemes have optimal
performance in sequential multimedia streaming workload.
A few studies recently examine the user access logs obtained from
streaming servers in service and show that there are non trivial amount
of VCR-like operations, e.g. jump forward, jump backward, or etc
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. These works also deliver insightful information on
the usage of the multimedia server and the user behavior, e.g. access
frequency distribution, file popularity, aging of file access popularity,
etc. From these works we can easily see that the data access pattern
is more than sequential. For example, [5] showed that for short media
files, interactive requests like jump backward are common.
In this work, we analyze three multimedia streaming servers in
Korea; Hanmir Education Center [9], Ongamenet [10] and Myung

Films [11]. Like previous works, we can find the evidence that users
access the multimedia files in non-sequential patterns using VCR-like
operations and short jump operations are frequent. In order to manages the buffer space effectively under such a real workload that a
non-sequential access patterns exist, we propose a novel buffer management scheme called Virtual Interval Caching (VIC). The proposed
VIC scheme maintains past intervals as virtual intervals and increases
buffer cache hit ratio. Experimental results show that the proposed
buffer management scheme yields better performance than the legacy
schemes such as interval-based schemes, LRU, etc.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we show the access activity to media files by analyzing trace data
obtained from three streaming servers in service. In section 3, we
presents proposed buffer caching scheme called VIC (Virtual Interval
Caching). Section 4 presents performance results and finally section
5 summarizes our works.
2. ANALYSIS OF MULTIMEDIA STREAMING WORKLOAD
It has been commonly accepted that VOD streaming workload has
sequential file access characteristics and the legacy buffer caching
techniques utilize such a sequentiality that they optimize their buffer
replacement algorithms. Most of popular media players, such as Window Media Player, have VCR control capabilities and they can change
playback positions or stop the playing during normal playing. Such
a non-sequential file access may degrade the performance of caching
techniques which have been grounded at the assumption that the application sequentially accesses the media file.
In order to provide well-founded evidence that there exist nonsequential accesses in real-world workload, we analyze Windows Media Server logs of 3 streaming service sites: Hanmir Education Center [9], Ongamenet [10] and Myung Films [11]. The client players
have VCR control capabilities such as jump forward, jump backward,
pause and stop. Each log entry is stored on the server not only when
a new playback begins but also when jump operations are requested.
So, the session of one streaming service consists of one or more separate playbacks. Playbacks within a single session can be easily collected from the logs.
Analyzed results are shown in Table 1. Hanmir and Ongamenet
media server are accessed frequently but Myung Films server has only
1.1 concurrent streams. One of the interesting things about the results
is that there are the significant number of VCR-like operations such
as jump forward or jump backward. In case of Hanmir, the number of
jump operations per each session is averaged 1.62.
Jump distance is a distance from the playback position before
jump to the current position, which tends to be short as shown in
Fig. 1. But there are a few of jump distances running close to file
length. This tendency is very clear in Fig. 1(c). It is owing to that

Hanmir
10 days
192457
3432
1009 secs
73655
1.62
281.28 secs
311.68 secs
38.78

Log Duration
Number of log entries
Number of file
File Length
Number of sessions
jump operations
backward distance
forward distance
Concurrent sessions

Ongamenet
3 days
98640
953
809 secs
55423
0.78
254.32 secs
153.63 secs
166.28

Myung Films
43 days
69330
468
141 secs
42119
0.64
77.93 secs
26.31 secs
1.1

Table 1: Analyzed results of 3 Windows Media Servers
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Figure 1: Jump distance distribution

stream is jumped forward from start to the end by a hasty user or a
whole file(especially a small file) is accessed repeatedly.
As stated above, there are a significant of jump operations in
streaming workload and jump distance has a bias towards being short.
Thus buffer caching algorithm in streaming server should take into
account it and more elaborated caching technique is required when
client caching is not affordable such as in mobile environments.

their cache requirements and caches blocks first from the shortest intervals.

3. VIRTUAL INTERVAL CACHING

Figure 2: Interval between two consecutive streams
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3.1. Concept of Interval
In this subsection, we introduce the concept of interval and the intervalbased buffer caching algorithms [1, 12, 2].
In Fig. 2, each Si denotes the stream accessing the file and the
small arrows marked by stream Si denote the current positions in a
file. In the figure, I21 and I32 represent intervals formed by two consecutive streams. The two streams of an interval are referred to as the
preceding and the following streams.
The basic idea of interval-based caching algorithms is that by
caching the blocks brought in by the preceding stream, it is possible to serve the following stream from the cache. The cache requirement of an interval is defined to be the number of blocks needed to
store the interval and is a function of the time-interval between the
two streams and the compression method used. The interval caching
scheme selects the intervals to be cached so as to maximize the number of streams served from cache. It orders the intervals in terms of

In the circumstance of only sequential accesses, changes to the
interval list occur due to the arrival of a new stream or termination of
a stream. When a new client arrives, a new interval is formed with
the preceding stream. If there exist VCR operations, intervals may be
changed, merged, split, created and/or removed when VCR request is
issued.
3.2. Virtual Interval Caching
We define a virtual interval as an interval which is associated with
only one stream or is not associated with any stream. A real interval
is defined as an interval which has both a preceding stream and a
following stream. We also define a head interval as an interval whose
immediate following stream is located at the largest position in the
file. The head interval can have no preceding stream. Likewise, an
interval whose immediate preceding stream is at the smallest position

in the file is a tail interval.
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Fig. 3 shows relationship between real interval and virtual interval. I21 represents a real interval which is generated by two streams
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have only a following stream or neither of streams. We can see that
1
2
I21 , V01
, V01
have the same following stream but only I21 has a preceding stream.
A virtual interval is created when a stream disappears due to playback position change of a stream such as a stop or jump. And virtual
interval can be divided into two smaller ones or reduced to a smaller
one when a new stream arrives or an existing stream resumes playing from a new position. Fig. 4 shows that a new virtual interval is
created. In this figure, as the preceding stream of Iji goes away, it is
simply converted into V0i1 . Its interval size is not changed. But the
0
interval size of V0j
enlarge because its immediate following stream
becomes Iih .
Fig. 5 explains that a virtual interval is reduced to a smaller one.
After Sj appears, Iki is split into Iji and Ikj . At the same time V0i1
1
in Fig. 5(a) also get split but is regarded as being reduced into V0j
because its immediate following stream becomes Sj .
3.3. Replacement Algorithms
For approximation to maintaining access probabilities per each buffer,
virtual interval caching conducts replacement policy based on averaged buffer access probabilities per each interval which are proportional to its interval size except tail intervals. In the case of a tail
interval, interval size should be estimated from a average number of
streams within a file as follows:
max{interval size ,

f ile length
}
average number of streams

By letting the size of virtual intervals same as their interval sizes,
access probabilities of intervals can be obtained seamlessly with interval size. As such, VIC selects a buffer in the interval with largest
virtual size as a victim at replacement time.
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Figure 3: Virtual Interval
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Figure 4: A real interval is converted into a virtual interval due to the
disappearance of an existing stream
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Figure 5: A virtual interval is reduced to a smaller one due to the
advent of a new stream

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present performance analysis of proposed VIC algorithms through the comparison with existing buffer cache management schemes such as Interval Caching(IC), LRU, LRU-k[13], MRU
and Optimal algorithm(OPT). Throughout experiments LRU-k takes
into account knowledge of the last two references (i.e. k = 2). To facilitate our simulation study, we implemented a simulator conducting
various algorithms with real-world workload traces not synthetic one.
Windows media server logs mentioned in Section 2 are cooked into
that traces as a input to the simulator. In the process of trace generation, it is assumed that playback rates of all stream are same. So,
every stream needs same amounts of data per each round. We use a
fixed size of retrieval block as a unit of I/O and buffer caching. The
performance metric we use is cache miss ratio. We examine the effects of varying the size of buffer cache on cache misses under various
buffer replacement algorithms.
Fig. 6 illustrates the simulation results using Hanmir trace data.
The size of the buffer cache is changed from 2000 to 16000 (in terms
of the number of buffer blocks). In the figure, OPT(optimal algorithm) is not online buffer caching algorithm and just gives explanatory information. It is observed that VIC delivers lower miss ratio
than other algorithms. VIC is average 6% better than IC or LRUk. The miss ratio of LRU-k is comparable to the those of IC but it
slightly outperforms IC from buffer size 10000.
Figure 7 shows results using Ongamenet trace. We observed
many concurrent streams from Ongamenet trace data. Thus, it is
likely that there exist not a few intervals. This leads to good performance of interval caching and virtual interval caching, which is
very close to OPT. With small buffer size (i.e., less than 8000), difference of miss ratio between IC and VIC is not so much. However, VIC
shows a better miss ratio as buffer size increases. The miss ratio of
the VIC is 6.7% lower than IC or LRU-k and 12.9% lower than LRU
at buffer size 20000.
Results with Myung Films trace is provided in Fig. 8. When
buffer size is 500, VIC is 2.8% and 8.6% better than LRU-k and IC,
respectively. However, we can see that VIC does not provide a lower
miss ratio any more as the buffer size increases. This is because there
are too few concurrent streams and thus the number of intervals is not
so sufficient that VIC runs effectively.
5. CONCLUSION
In our work, it is shown that there exist a significant number of nonsequential access in real multimedia workload through analysis of
real-world media server’s log. Most of the non-sequential file ac-
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cesses are jump forward or backward operations, which are triggered
by VCR control capable client player. Moreover, the jump distances
have a tendency towards being short. Therefore, we need new buffer
caching algorithms that exploit various file access workload in multimedia streaming servers.
Our proposed buffer replacement algorithm called Virtual Interval Caching (VIC) can handle buffer cache effectively under such a
real workload that a non-sequential access pattern exists. Unlike previous interval caching scheme, VIC keeps intervals that were removed
by VCR operations as virtual intervals. By keeping data blocks in the
buffer cache that frequently accessed by VCR operations, VIC can
increases cache hit probability. We showed through trace-driven simulations that VIC algorithm can perform over 5% better than wellknown legacy algorithms.
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